
Computing Big Ideas Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13
File Management File Management File Management

Students to know how to save files 

correctly on a PC.

Students to apply knowledge of saving files 

to create PowerPoints and Spreadsheets 

effectively. 

Consolidate knowledge of saving files 

onto their own drive within school 

and use of Office online
Security Security Security

Recognise a strong passwords and 

malware

Explain how data is stored on a computer 

securely, with the use of binary. 

Explain how communication can be 

kept secure through transmission 

media. Discuss how encryption 

works and explain the importance of 

encryption
Using Software Using Software Using Software

Know how to use a range of useful 

websites within school, and how 

computers store files in memory

Use of Office online software to save work 

and access software. Editing PowerPoint 

files and Word Processor. Editing image 

documents

Using Gdevelop to develop games, 

alongside advanced use of Trinket to 

program in Python

Ethical, Cultural & Legal Impact Ethical, Cultural & Legal Impact Ethical, Cultural & Legal Impact

Recall the Computer Misuse Act, and 

describe the importance

Understand the environmental impact PCs 

have, along with cultural impact

Apply knowledge of the Computer 

Misuse Act to the impotance of data 

security and hacking
Understanding PCs Understanding PCs Understanding PCs

Know how to use a range of useful 

websites within school, and how 

computers store files in memory. 

Understand how computers store files in 

different types of memory. Understand 

how images are represented on a computer 

through binary. Create Spreadsheets to 

represent data. Recall important 

components of a computer.

Apply knowledge of how computers 

work to complete an employability 

project. 

Computational Thinking Computational Thinking Computational Thinking

Recall definition of abstraction, 

decomposition, algorithms and pattern 

recognition. Understand variables, basic 

input/output, and numerical operators

Use of computational thinking to solve a 

range of problems, building on I/O, 

variables and selection, along with 

introduction to iteration

Applying selection and iteration, 

with basic I/O to solve a range of 

problems using functional 

programming.

Database backed Websites Database backed Websites Database backed Websites

Introduction to basic HTML tags, head, 

body, paragraph, simple text links. CSS - 

changing colours and fonts, using and 

editing existing classes and styles

HTML - Creating image links, consolidate 

HTML basic tags. CSS - Editing colour 

gradients, using DIVs. 

Consolidate knowledge of HTML

Analysis Analysis Analysis

Learn how to analyse basic problems Understand how to analyse basic problems
Create a client requirement from a 

brief

Design Design Design

Using storyboard diagrams to plan their 

Scratch game. 

Using visualisation diagram to plan their 

digital graphic

Using moodboard, and previous 

planning techniques to support 

employability
Implement Implement Implement

Creating basic Pixel Art sprites
Understanding how to edit and save Digital 

Media Products
Creating Games and editing sprites

Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate

Learn the concept of evaluation
Apply evaluation to their digital media 

product

Apply evaluation to their digital 

media product

Digital Literacy

File Management File Management

Consolidate knowledge of saving files onto their own drive 

within school and use of Office online

Consolidate knowledge of saving files onto their own drive 

within school and use of Office online

Security Security

Recall possible threats to a computer system and network, 

along with prevention techniques. Explain the need for 

encryption within a computer system, and how 

prevention methods work

Know the difference between asymmetric  and symmetric 

encryption. Apply knowledge of prevention techniques to 

scenarios

Using Software

Computational Thinking

Consolidate the main principles of programming 

(Sequencing, Selection, Iteration), along with learning 1D 

and 2D Arrays, file hadling

Consoliation of the main principles of programming, along 

with learning of object Oriented Programming

Database backed Websites

Using Software

Consolidate knowledge of software to enhance GCSE 

subject

Consolidate knowledge of software to enhance A Level 

subject

Ethical, Cultural & Legal Impact Ethical, Cultural & Legal Impact

Apply knowledge of ethical, cultural and legal impact of 

technology in particular scenarios

Apply knowledge of ethical, cultural and legal impact of 

technology in particular scenarios

Database backed Websites

Understanding the basics of SQL, applying HTML and CSS 

to certain scenarios

Creating a database backed website, with the use of 

simple JavaScript. 

Product Lifecycle

Analysis Analysis

Create client requirements for a complex problem Create client requirements for a complex problem

Design Design

Computer Science

Understanding PCs Understanding PCs
Learn how binary is used to represent images, sound and 

characters within a computer. Explain how different types 

of memory are used, and choose within a scenario which 

would be the best. Understand how data is stored on 

storage devices. Explain the need for the main 

components of the CPU and their roles within the PC. How 

PCs communicate over the internet.

Understand how logic gates are formed, and can be 

reduced for efficency. Understand the need for different 

processor types, and how scheduling is used within an 

Operating System, and how interrupts are handled. 

Computational Thinking

Evaluate Evaluate

Apply evaluation to their digital media product, and apply 

improvements

Apply evaluation to their digital media product, and apply 

improvements

Creating a range of planning documents for a given 

scenario

Creating a range of planning documents for a given 

scenario

Implement Implement

Implementing a range of digital media products to a 

particular scenario

Implementing a range of digital media products to a 

particular scenario


